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Social and ecological resilience to wildfire: project goals

1. Define ecological and social
resilience of fire-prone landscapes

2. Understand community perspectives
of social-ecological resilience of fireaffected communities

3. Identify management –relevant
dimensions of social-ecological
resilience
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Social resilience to wildfire

• Gather community perspectives on what defines socialecological resilience to wildfire from communities with
recent fire events
• How do we operationalize/measure social resilience?
• Expand definition of social resilience by understating
community experiences

What confers social resilience?
INFO. & COMMUNICATION
 Open info.
 Good communication across scales
 Education (fire specific; general)
 Natural role of fire; fire behavior

 Science communication
 Co-produced knowledge

RELATIONSHIPS & COOPERATION
 Leadership – trusted, respected
 Trust (leaders/people; within communities;
scientists/public)
 Social networks
 Ideological & cultural diversity; access to
culture/humanities
 Conflict resolution capacity
 Cooperation, sense of community, capacity to
reorganize/respond to new situations

RESOURCES & INFRASTRUCTURE










Funding; available & flexible over time
Training for controlling Rx burns
General skills/capabilities
Food systems with safety protections (water, too)
Access to energy (heat, power)
Affordable housing
Accessible healthcare
Diverse & innovative economy; Jobs
Healthy environment (broadly)
 Clear air, water, stable ecology, aesthetics, sustainable use

 More local volunteer fire-fighting units
 Transportation, water, sewer, other infrastructure
 Defensible space (encouraged or required)
 General vegetation, landscaping, structure

 Active risk mitigation (individual level)
 Memory

What confers social resilience?
ATTITUDES & VALUES
 Tolerance for
 Management (smoke; Rx burns)
 Limits (on development in WUI, other areas; access
to specific locations for periods of time)
 Fire (Rx & wild); Integrated, accepting view of fire

 Respect for limits to tolerance
 Humans need stability, risk management, adverse to
fire or other external disturbance/change agents

 Alignment of ecological management with
social values
 Sense of purpose/vision
 Agency
 Capacity to recognize system dynamics; capacity to
adapt in response (action toward resilience)

 Openness; flexibility
 Sense of & care for place
 Positive mental outlook

GOVERNANCE & PLANNING
 Land-use & development planning
 Account for fire models/behavior
 Design protection standards (from all natural disasters)

 Plans for emergency response/evacuation
 Practice & readiness







Plans for recovery (post-fire)
Insurance policy structures/requirements
Resource management directed to reduce risk
Political support
Supportive policy & laws
 Fire-specific & broader
 Enforcement; no corruption; coordination across scales

 Natural resource & fire management institutions
 Multi-scaled & engaged governance (e.g., Carpenter
et al. 2012, Table 1); democracy
 Broader government capacity & functionality
 Just/fair/accessible/responsive representation

Community resilience framework

• Focus on the community
rather than the individual
• Resilience is a dynamic
process
• Difficult to measure
• Tautological in nature
• Key factors that contribute
to resilience

Info &
Communication

Community
Competency

Economic
Development

Social
Capital

Study areas

• Bitterroot Valley, MT
– Roaring Lion Fire
– Lolo Peak Fire

• Methow Valley, WA
– Carlton Complex Fire
– Okanogan Complex Fire
– Tripod Fire

Key informant interviews

• Bitterroot Valley (n=8)
– 7 male, 1 female

• Methow Valley (n=11)
– 6 male, 5 female

• Political leaders, law
enforcement, agencies,
ecologists, community
leaders

Community character

• Dynamic community
– “special” and “unique” places

• Rural self-sufficient
• Heterogeneous membership that keeps changing

“I think once you're here, then you realize there is sort of a community element that’s pretty unique.
There's a cast of characters who've chosen to land here, who are committed to the place, and also
just fascinating, and almost all of them making sacrifices… You had to give up a job. I took a
significant reduction in pay and benefits to be able to live and work here full time, and with no
regrets.”

Communication networks

• Loss of power and internet during fire events
– Ability to check current fire information
– Need for redundancy
– Cell service and outages

• Transparency and currency of information
– People “stuck” at homes and cannot access information
“We're really lacking in terms of good communications during emergencies. The county stepped up
to some extent, with an emergency kind of Facebook social media page. They did a great job with it
in ____fire, but I feel like there's a lot more that could be done, in terms of emergency notices.”

Inter-agency cooridnation

• Slow progress towards a coordinated effort
– Differs based on fire event and location

• Building trusting relationships
• Desire to work with known incident teams
• Strategies for effective coordination
“I usually try to imbed some of my fire staff in with the Incident Management Team. To provide that
local knowledge and support to the team. So for instance, our fire management officer knows where
we've done a lot of our prescribed fuel treatments, where the roads are, and that kind of information
which can be very helpful. And that's normally how we can get the best product from the incident
management teams is when we can imbed some of our local knowledge.”

Psychological well-being and wildfire

•
•
•
•

Formal and informal mechanisms for managing stress
Ability to plan for fire without paranoia
Fires ability to bring people together
Ability to re-build as a community

“People needed a social worker. I assembled our team of biologists who know every grass and
know fire ecology and all these things. And they're armed to go out there and provide good advice,
but what most of these people needed was someone to just walk around and hear them tell their
story, and in some cases, multiple times. They would have a visit and then two weeks later be like
“can someone come out and look at this?” And they really didn't need someone to look at it, they
just needed someone to tell their story to again.”

Fire mitigation

• Awareness that homeowners have a responsibility
– Fuel reduction
– Fire wise home assessments

• Restoration of the forest to reduce fuels
• Smoke management including prescribed burns
“I think there's several components that have to all come into play. The public's got to be more
receptive to taking care of their own stuff and allowing the Forest Service to do their stuff, our
agencies to do our things that will help mitigate some of this stuff”

Landscape and communities

• Awareness that biophysical and ecological variables
make individuals and communities vulnerable
– Topography
– Vegetation
– Fire ecology
– Weather & climate

“I do believe in science and climate change, and regardless of weather patterns, there's a
difference between weather and climate and to me it's pretty obvious that climate change is very
real and that we're going to continue to have large fires.”

Measuring social resilience

• Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of
Happiness
– What are the parts of life that
really matter?
– What are we really trying to
“make” resilient?
• Community strength during and post
fire
• Protection of what we values
– Pets, livestock, homes, people
• Recreational opportunities preserved

Summer 2018

• Community survey
– Simple random sample of
community members
• Surveys will go out within the
month
• We will communicate KIs and
survey data in our management
workshop

Thank you
Elizabeth.metcalf@umontana.edu
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